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UCF baseball team wins another one to make it 27 in a row- see Sports, p. 16

Future
•

Clubs and organizations to get
smaller slice of~~ million SG pie
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer
UCF students pay $17.10
per 3-credit hour course to fund a
variety of activities and services,
ranging from concerts to legal services. And this is the time of year
when Student Government officials and senators decide how the
$4.6 million pie is divided.
For the 1995-96 academic
year, UCF's clubs and organizations will have less money to work
with, if the budget approved by
the Activities and Service Committee comes to fruition. Why?
"The main reason is the
composition of the ASF committee this year, in particular, was
very conservative,".said SG presid~en t Darin Patton. He added,
"Also, a lot of the requests of cubs
and organizations were for food
and other things which typically
the ASF committee doe·sn't choose
to fund."
ButMauricioGarcia,aclubs

and organizations coordinator, dis- budget in half will be "very detriagrees.
mental to the organization's ac"If cuts need to be made, tivities" and will make it very
they shouldn't be done that way. difficult to "put together the same
They took the zero budget criteria quality of activities as last year."
and applied it to the extr~me," he
Arias is planning·on pleadsaid. Zer.o-based budgeting means ing her case Tuesday when the
that just because an activity was organizations, appropriations and
funded one year does not mean it finance committee meets to put
will automatically be funded the together the final budget that will
next year. AH budgets reqµested be voted on by the SG senate. The
by different clubs and organiza- · OAF has authority to make
tions have to be justified to the changes to the ASF approved budASF committee yearly to get get.
money.
Shannon Martin, chairman
"Clubs- and organizations of the OAF committee, will be
enhance the cultural diversity and . receiving input on possible ineducational value of the UCF com- creases to the budgets of clu.bs
munity," said Mike Bosley, an- and organizations. Martin said he
other coordinator with clubs and will be looking for whether or not
organizations. He. added, "They activities will be serving th~ body
are the spirit and energy on cam- at large, as well as the number of
pus." Bosley said the proposed active students in a particular club
budget cuts have caused "confu- and the level of student participasion and disillusionment."
tion in a club's activities.
Martha Arias, HispanicTo get the OAF committee
American Student Association
see CLUBS,. page 3 ·
treasurer, believes cutting their

Health crusader shakes up milk industry
D Advocate says 2
percent milk re~lly
isn't low fat.
Reuters

OMAHA, Neb. -Advertisements warning of the fat in 2 percent "lowfat" miJk ran in 40 newspapers across the nation Monday
as Nebraska millionaire Phil
SokoJof Jaunched his latest diet
crusade.

Sokolof's
week-long
$500,000 ad campaign featuring
an overweight womah with a milk
moustache was criticized as "mis- .
leading'' by the dairy industry.
The ads mock the industry's own
$35 million magazine ad blitz featuring celebrities touting the
healthy benefits of milk.
"We have to help consumers balance tradeoffs, we shouldn't
be using scare tactics to tell people
not to drink whole or 2 percent
miJk," said' Dr. Greg Mi11er, the

National Dairy Council's. chief
nutritionist. "The overall message
is misleadi.ng and does more harm
than good."
The full-page ads placed in
newspapers including The New
York Times and the Chicago Tribune by Soko1of's National Heart
Savers Association asks, "Would
you let your c.hild eat 9 strips of
bacon a day?" It says 2 percent
milk has 3 grams of saturated fat

see MILK, page 3

UCF-Undet Construction Forever

photo/SOLARES

Construction workers lay bricks in the sun, Monday, to build a new Computer Center
behind the Library and next to the soon-to-be-completed Student Union.

.

Victim describes assailant
in UCF area aparbnent rape
D ·An unlocked
window led to the
woman's brutal
rape. Now police
hope·someone will
recognize the man.
by KATIE JONES
Managing editor

A 40-year-old woman was
raped April 7 after a man erawJ_ed in
her Alafaya Trail apartment and
threatened her with a weapon.
The Orange County Sheriffs
.Office has released a composite
drawing of the rapist, and are looking for any information on the man.
The woman described her
assailant as a 200-pound, 5-foot 9inch white male. He is balding with
red hair and sideburns and a pot
belly.
·
Police say the man crawled
through an unlocked window in the
woman's unit at University Villas
Apartments .. He raped her after he
tied her up and threatened her with
a weapon. He untied her and left.
The woman was later treateq
at Orlando Regional Medical Center.
UCFPolice Sgt. Tom Gorbas
said that prevencative measures are
the best way for people to protect
themseJves against an intruder.
He suggested a few safety
tips for people Ii ving in apartments:
• Keep doors and windows
locked day and night.
• Make sure the front door

News
Opinion

The Dead live in Tampa - see page l 0

Police composne

Classified
Features

Sports

has a peephole.• Check for secure Jocks or
deadbolts on exterior doors.
• Have bright exterior lighting.
•Install a special lock on sliding glass doors to prevent them from
being lifted off .their hinges.
Gorbas said that as well as
protectingtheapart!Dent,peopleneed
to remember not to let anyone in
their apartments without knowing
who they are.
"Don't lei any maintenance
men in unless you confirm it first
with the apartment managers," he
said.
He stressed that if a student
lets a repairman into her apartment,
she should use the buddy system,
and make sure she has a friend there
so she is not alone with the person.
Withonly l,600UCFstudents
living on campus, apartment living
is the way of life for many UCF
students. And with tight student budgets, safety may not be first on the
list when picking out an apartment.
However, Gorbas said that
apartment security. should be a key
element when students are finding a
place to live.
"When people are looking at
apartments, they want to find one
that's not isolated by bushes or trees,
which are good hiding places, or
even somewhere that has a security
patrol."
Ifanyone has any infom1ation
on the rapist, they can cal1423-TIPS
or (800)-423-TIPS. They may remain anonymous.
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We're looking for opinion columnists. Write for us.
823-8054.

·•

Earth Day on the Green at
UCF
UCF will celebrate Earth Day
from lO a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on April
19, 1995 on the UCFGreen. The UCF
Environmental Society will be sponsoring the event
.
There will be booths from over
20 local organizations. Kathy Cisneros,
the "recycling lady" and Guy Hadly of
the U.S. Coast Guard will be on hand
to lead school·children through the
crafts and activities.
Other guests include Keith
"Scramble" Campbell, a local artist,
and "Rufus" the puppet ofthe Orlando
Science Center.
Two bands will be playing
throughout the day, "Davy Rocker"
and ''Refried Confusion." There will
also be a tree planting ceremony with
UCF President Dr. Hitt.
TheEnvironmental Society will
alsobecollectingusedmedicinebottles
for a drive in coalition with saving the
rainforests.

Broadway come to ·UCF •..
again
The Pulitzer Prize-winning

play, ·The
Kentucky Cycle II,
will open at 8p.m. on
Thursday at the PerforrningArtsCenter.
Shows will
run
Thursday
throughSundayforthenexttwoweekends, with a special matinee at 2 p.m.
Sunday.
Written by Robert Scbenkkan,
the play is an epic dra'ma examining
the myths of American history.
Tickets for the Thursday and
Sunday shows are $7, $3.50 for students. Tickets for the Friday and Saturday Showsare$8-$4 for students.
There will be a free showing for students only at 8 p.m. on Wednesday,
April 19.

Here, life's a game
& work's a hall!
Friday's Front Row® Sports Grill is for people who love sports. Who live and breath e ·
sports. Eat and. drink sports. So this is where they come to enjoy the only thing rµor e
nourishing than the big win-terrific food from our classic Am erican grill. We're the
all-family, all -sports restaurant wher e fun is the main dish- for our guests and employees alike. So if you 're into work that feels like play' and major league career opportunity,
then join us. And score on the job of a lifetim e!

•WAITERS/WAITRESSES• HosTs/HosTESSES
• BARTENDERS • LINE & PREP COOKS
Apply in person!
Monday-Friday, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Saturday, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
8126 International Drive
at the corner of Sand Lake

Get a job teaching
An Education Job Fair will be
held from 9 a.m. to noon on Wednesday in the UCF Educatien Building
Gymnasium.Fordetailca11823-33 l3 ..

Cranberries' to appear at the
UCF Arena
The Irish pop band The Cranberries will performat7 :30p:m. Thursday at the UCF Arena

We ensure equal opportunity for everyone!

For details call 823-3070, or
Ticketmaster at 823-2060.

WllPfJllP'JR
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Ads urge people to drink skim
milk instead of 2 percent
MILK, from page 1
in each eight-ounce serving.
The ad urges people to drink
skim milk, which has all the calcium and vitamins of whole milk
without the fat. But Miller said
many people do not like the taste
of skim milk.
Starting this summer, cartons of 2 percent milk will no

longer carry the "low-fat" designation and will instead say "reduced fat." ·
Sokolof, who has publicized
the fat content of McDonald's
hamburgers and criticized what
he views as unhealthy dements in
Americans' diets, nearly died of a
heart attack in 1966.

END OF THE SEMESTER SPECIAL
e Overhead Transparencies

50¢/1

Changes to allocations unlikely
CLUBS, from page 1

to approve an increase will depend "a lot on how effective organizations are at lobbying committee members," said Miguel
Torregrosa, SG president-elect.
Torregrosa encouraged all students to speak their mind by either
attending the OAF committee
hearing at4 p.m. in the SGconfer-

ence room or the senate meeting
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in the University Dining Room.
Although increases to the
ASF approved budget are possible, officials close to the process
say it is unlikely that any significant changes to the allocations of
clubs and organizations will occur.

What are you doing all summer? Why
not get some great experience writing
for us? Write news, features, sports or
let us know your opinion. Call 8238054 and ask to speak to the editor of
the section you'd like to write for.

e ·clear Or Vinyl Cover Spiral Binding
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BritishOK
release of

WRITE NEWS
CALL RYAN

OR BOB
823-8054.

COMING SOON TO THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES CENTER

,------,-------,
G R I LL
Buy one burger and receive
the next one free with the
purchase of a medium
drink.

'Dogs'

ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ 277-5386

I' - - - - - - - -

G R I LL

G
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Reuters
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Buy one junior sub and
receive the next one free
with the purchase of a
medium drink.

" - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·" ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - ... - - - - - - - ti

LONDON - The British
Board of Film Classification, which
has held up the video release of
Quentin Tarantino'sReservoir Dogs
for two years because of the film's
violent content, last week OK' d a
video release of the uncut version.
The film has played latenight
in London cinemas during that time
and has become a huge cult success.
Polygram will release the video for
rental June 14.
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Internet surfer ~nds flames, robot bannan
by JONATHAN OATIS
Reuters
NEW YORK - Flames
leaping around the globe. A wizard
in a fantasy world who turns into a
sabertooth tiger whenever he wants.
A tavern with a robot bannan.
J.C. Herz found all these arid
more - and she took notes. The
result is her entertaining new book,
"Surfing on the Internet, aNethead' s
Adventures On-line".
The book is an often-whacky
travelogue and a meditation on what
the global network of computer
networks known as the Internet is
and what it will become. It is published by Little, Brown & Co. and,
naturally, it is being _excerpted onIine.
The 23-year-old Miami
Beach author said she fell into the
Internet1ike "Alice in Wonderland"
while working on a tenn paper on
post-modernism on a Harvard University computer. "I was reading
the same paragraph over and over
and over, and it didn't make much
sense. And so I just started goofing
off," the Houston native recalled in
a recent interview.
Herz found the index for
Usenet, the Net's bulletin board
system of more than 3,000 discussion.
groups:
"vampires,
supermodels, multilevel busin(tSS
scams, conspiracies, El vis sightings,
Shostakovich, civil liberties, 'Twin
Peaks,' bondage, ghost stories;
Spam," she wrote in her book.
"It reads like some whackedout librarian has taken a few hits of
crystal meth, decided that computer
languages, television, fan clubs, and
sex - in that order - are the
essential human pursuits, and overhauled the Dewey decimal system

accordingly," she wrote.
Bannan to throw them out- virtuFueled by caffeine and sugar- ally.
Herz' s wanderings through
packed cereals like Cocoa Puffs,
Herz found herself spending all- the· Net fantasy worlds known as
night marathons at her computer as MUDs- for Multi-User Dungeons
she chronicled "a year in the life of or Multi-User Dimensions-comcyberspace."
prise some of the most evocative,
"It's almost like I had been compelling chapters of her book. In
-dropped by airplane on some island these worlds, using just text and
in the South Pacific with its own imagination, users create their own
completely _isolated and unique cul- characters, architecture and landscape.
ture," she said.
In one MUD, Herz encounShe found the global flames
in a discussion group devoted ex- ters Thorin, a cloaked adventurer
clusivelytotheartof"flaming,"Net who with a few keystrokes by his
slang for the frequently vicious, in- real-life counterpart becomes Rainar
sult-laden squabbles that erupt be- the dragon or Shiro, a white
cause in cyberspace no one can hear sabertooth tiger with "ravishing,
you laugh or see you shrug, which obsidian claws.'' Together, Herz
can lead to really big misunder- and Thorin/Shiro encounter a
graveyard with an armed skeleton,
standings.
To quote one flame in her . an underground waterfall and a
book: "Why don't you pry your lush forest before entering the
atropied little brain out of your reek- Grand Hall designed by Thorin.
ing, cancerous colon and shove it up
Herz got so caught up in the
your weevil-infested, snot-packed Net that she found herself on-line
nose where it belongs? You must be at 5 a.m., her brain fried by too
a complete moron with the_ I.Q. of a -much information. She sought
help from support groups for onhockey score ... "
In her Net journey, she also line addicts - which are on-line,
discovered groups devotep to urban of course.
folklore, forgery, fireanns; explo"I'm clean. I swear," she
sives and the destruction of Barney, said in the interview, laughing.
the purple dinosaur of children's She said she has cut her on-line
television who some maintain "is time down to one to two hours
nothing short of the Antichrist."
day.
She explored IRC, or Internet
Her book has its serious side.
Relay Chat, which permits Ii ve, glo- She ponders such issues as the
bal chit-chat on the Net. That'swhere shortage of women on the Net and
she found "Bannan," the imagi- the ability of Net denizens to adopt
nary robot bartender at a virtual a multitude of identities and sexual
British pub in Hertfordshire, En- personas ..One of her larger cqngland, which Herz calls "the bar at cerns is the generation gap bethe end of the Internet.''
tween the Net's younger users and
Bannan serves drinks on re- their parents, who, al~ng with corquest to virtual customers who play porations, she fears, could "crash·
virtual piano and virtual pool and this party," harming the Internet's
get into virtual fights, prompting anarchic underground culture.
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ATIENTION GRADUATING SENIORS:
Make reservations early
for lunch or dinner
A party of 6 and over will receive a
complimentary bottle of wine -

*

Now Serving Mixed Drinks, Wine,&.. Beer

Supreme Court hears wildlife protection case
Timber companies and others have successfully argued to
WASHINGTON - The Su- the U.S. Court of Appeals of the
preme Court Monday heard argu- District of Columbia that the Intements on whethertheEndangered rior Department overreached its
Species Act was meant to protect authority when it defined "takhabitat needed to sustain rare wild- ing" or harming wildlife to inlife, or just to protect wildlife clude changing or degrading habitat so that it impairs the species'
from direct harm.
A U.S. government lawyer essential behavior patterns.
But several Supreme Court
sought to overturn a federal appeals court decision that invali- _ justices in reviewing the case quesdated an Interior Department tioned how the law could distinregulation to restrict property guish between maintaining lifeowners from damaging habitat sustaining habitat and protecting
the species.
used by protected species.
"I can't think of a way to try
The regulation has been unto
take
habitat out of the word
der attack for years by loggers,
farmers, developers and others harm," Justice Stephen Breyer
who say it prevents them · from said.
"If you know the destrucmaking the most economic use of
tion
of
the habitat is going to reland. It also is coming under scrusult
in
killing or injury, that's
tiny this year from an increasenough,"
Justice David Souter
ingly hostile Congress bent on
said.
easing federal restrictions on priBut Justice Antonin Scalia
vate property.

Reuters

Corner of 436 &
Howell Branch

argued that "taking" an animal
refers to hunting, and said it means
"harming an animal, not harming
a forest."
Timber companies filed the
lawsuit in 1991 in response to the
Interior Department's plans to
manage habitat for the endangered
northern spotted owl and the redcockaded woodpecker on private
lands.
~ The lawsuit said Interior's
habitat protection rules went far
beyond Congress' intent, which
.they said was aimed at stemming
hunting, selling, and trafficking
·of rare species.
The Interior Department has
had regulations to protect habitat
since 1975, prompting a battle that
reached a crescendo in the Pacific
Northwest as the timber industry
said government plans to protect the
ancient forest habitat of the spoiled
owl would destroy loggingjobs and
ruin the region ' s economy.
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Located at comer of
Carrigan and Alafaya Trail
2 miles north of UCF
on Alafaya Trail

Athletic Men and Women
Between 18 & 26 ... .
You Could .Be A Contender On

MTV's Fast and Furious Sports Competition

CONTENDER TRYOUTS
Saturday, May 6 & Sunday, May 7
AT

Wale IV)isney World@

Call the Contender Hotline to Register

407-352-3265
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out your evaluations
Only a few days left, boys and girls! There's only a
week left to scratch out that last research paper or cram
that last bit of data into your tiny little brain. While
you 're preoccupied, though, don't forget about that
little blue sheet of paper you'll be seeing soon.
Student/professor evaluations are coming up, and
no matter what people might say to you, take the few
extra minutes out of your exceptionally busy schedule
to actually fi11 it out, especially the back.
Although the teachers will not get to look at the
information until next semester (conveniently), t~ey do
get quite a bit offeedback-not only as to the statistical
data, but also about the stuff you write on the back.
The statistical data also goes through the committee
circuit to let the deans and administration see exactly
how students react to the professors and the class in
general.
Evaluations are especially important for classes
being offered for the first time and for.adjunct professors. Don't expect the teacher to be fired, but many
newer teachers will change their courses to make them
better for the students.
Of course, there are always going to be professors
who could care less: tenured 700-year-old white guys·
who see teaching as a distraction for their research and
whose syllabus and tests are carved on large granite
tablets. They're ·so integrated into the system, you
couldn't move them with a forklift.
So, take the time out and fill out those little blue
forms . Although the effect m~y be gradual change,
don ' t let a lack of foresight disrupt a process that fights
for positive change here at UCF.

Earlh day is quickly
becoming 'vogue'
This week marks the 25th anniversary of Earth Day,
a day created to devoting time and effort to promoting
causes that will benefit the environment. Things sure
have changed.
Twenty-five years ago, recycling was just a way for
the Boy Scouts to raise extra money collecting papers.
Aluminum cans and plastic were the wave of the future
-lighter, more durable and cheaper to produce. Now,
on every corner, you can see the bright orange and green
bins sitting out, full of newspapers and Pepsi cans.
More and more· recycled products are available to the
supermarket and ~sually for a cheaper price. Being
environmentally conscious has not only become economical, but it has· become the "in" thing to do. Maybe
things are getting better after all.
Happy Earth Dav!
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The logic of choice for women and the USA
Ye .Gods, the pro-life zealots are really getting out of
hand and getting away with murder.
More ciinics have been shot up, bombed and burned.
There seems to be no deterrence for th~se people. They
have been seated at the right hand of God, and they are not
stopping until they ki11 everyone who opposes their cause.
They don't understand that they are so blinded by their
Some ,o f the most heinous crimes in history have been
committed by people claiming a special relationship with cause, they have lost touch with the difference between
God: The Spanish Inquisition, the czars of Russia or the right and wrong. They· don't understand that God doesn't
Spanish conquest of the Incas and the Mayans. What speak directly -to them or grant them divine rights. They
difference, if any, is there between those historic jackals don't understand that even if abortion is outlawed, it still
will be performed in back-alley clinics for a higher price at
and the pro-life hacks today?
The truth is, there is no difference. Logically, they are a higher risk to women. They don't understand that if they
both wrong.
spent their
Logic dictated ------~---------------------~ time and enlong ago that no one
ergy educatdecisioncan be ruled
·
i ng people
universal. No one
about birth
answer can. apply to
control opand becorrect for an
tions instead

Brett Becker

GUEST COLUMNIST

questions all the
time. That the pro- .
life argument assumessuchaprecept
~gAf~

[Pro-lifers] are unable to see the
Other Side Of the argument and are
T
Id
blissfully ignorant. hey wou
rath er prot est I·11 ega IIy or even s h00t
up· clinics or doctors.

ofprotesting,
fewer people
would need
to make a

th~arg~-----------------------------~oke.

ment from the start. God said it, I believe it, and that settles
it. What a nice head-in-the-sand approach to a topic of such
importance.
They are unable to see the other side of the argument
and are blissfully ignorant. They would. rather protest
illegally or even shoot up clinics or doctors.
They don't understand that fetuses cannot survive on their
own and scientifically do not constitute a life. °They don't
understand that the people they kill in protest of abof1ion
clinics were, in fact, ·living creatures and that they have
shattered m9re lives than the one they took. They don't
understand some women may need a choice as to whether or
not to have a baby. They don't understand the idea of quality
of life and that unwanted babies don't enjoy it.

Pro-choice advocates are planning action to protect the
right to an abortion and the right to privacy. It is probably
a safe bet that killing protestors, ministers and secretaries
is not on their list of things to do. People who believe in
pro-choice think more critically. Even though abortion
may not be right for them, they realize some people may
need a choice.

If Roe vs. Wade is repealed, abortions in many states
_will be illegal. It is inconceivable to think that there will
never be a case where abortion is justified and necessary.
Yet, if abortion is outlawed, that is what we will have
agreed to.
They don't understand.
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Future, Inc .. is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and is not officially associate
with the University of Central Florida. Single copies for students and faculty are free
'
additional co ies ma be urchased at the Future office for $.15 each.
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Japanese female action figure Sailor Moon has nothing on Barbie
As an American, I am ticked off about Sailor Moon.
What is Sailor Moo_n, you ask? Shut up and I will tell you.
Sailor Moon is a licensed-cartoon-character merchandising concept that is about to be dumped on us by the people who
brought us the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. If you've
never heard of the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers, go to a
window right now, open it and listen. You'll hear the highpitched, irritating sound of small children all over America
demanding in whiny voices that their parents take out second
mortgages so that they can buy official Power Rangers action
figures, lunch boxes, backpacks, underwear, snow tires, forklifts, assault rifles, ponies, marital aids, members of Congress
and hundreds of other licensed spin-off products.
The cause of this whining is a daily TV show starring the

guy with his head in the tube."
"Ah," I said.
"But they definitely call on the power of their Zords for
SOMETHING," she said.
So we see that the Power Rangers can have a dangerous
impact on our brain function, and now we face the additional
..menace of Sailor Moon. According to an Associated Press
story, Sailor Moon is the blond, ponytailed heroine of a wildly

me off is this quote from a male spokesperson for the company
that's importing Sailor Moon to the U.S.: "Today's little girls
want to be just as strong as boys. Barbie is not really an
appropriate role model anymore."
Do you hear that, Americans? HE'S PUTTING DOWN
BARBIE. He's trying to tell us that Barbie - who smiled
perkily through the entire cold War; who has remained
fiercely loyal to Ken despite the fact that her hair is combable
and his is molded plastic; who has been used to set fire to a set
of underwear on the David Letterman TV show; who had
NEVER felt any need to refer to the size of her breasts- this
guy is trying to tell us thatBarbieisNOT STRONG ENOUGH.
Well, Sailor Moon Spokesperson, perhaps you would
change your tune if you· took a gander at the Nov. 28, 1994,

fuwfilRangfil~agroopcl~w~Qtr~e~park-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- i~~cl~nuMm~atin~~~~~~vfilalal~

Some Japanese episodes wi 11 not be
shown to American audiences, such
as the One in which a member Of
Sailor Moon's team "proudly refers
tO the Size Of her breasts.''

•

dwellers who have extramarital affairs with their
in-laws and screech at each other in front of a live
studio audience.
No, wait, that's the "Jerry Springer" show.
ThePowerRangersareagroupofteen-agers
who have the ability to transform themselves into
crime-fighters with the power to beat the living
starch out of evil beings while speaking in ~ery
bad dialogue. I don't see this show very often, so
to obtain more information, I called up my Research Department, Judi Smith, who has young
children and therefore has Power Rangers coming out of her
pores.
"How do the Power Rangers transform?" I asked her.
"They call on the power of their Zords," she explained.
"The power of their swords?" I as-ked.
"No," she said, in the tone of voice that you use to talk to
a dog, "theirZORDS. Z-0-R-D-S. Zords."
"Thanks." I said.
A few minutes later, Judi called back to report that she had
discussed this issue with her husband, Tim, who is a college
history professor.
"Tim says they don't cail on the power of their Zords to_.
transform," she reported. "He says they just morph."
"I see,'' I said.
"I asked him HOW they morph," she said, "and he said,
quote, 'They have morphing capability."'
"Well," I said, "that certainly clears ... "
"He says the morphing capability ·must come from that

popular Japanese cartoon show. Sailor Moon leads a team of
female superheroes who wear miniskirts and go-go boots;
according to the AP story, they "combat evil and sexism"
using special poy;ers thatthey get from their "magical brooches,
scepters and compacts."
That's right: These heroines, striking a bold blow against
_sexism ~nd outdated stereotypes of women, GET THEIR
POWER FROM JEWELRY AND MAKEUP.
We can only try to imagine the plot action:
FIRST FEMALE SUPERHERO: Uh-oh! It's the evil
villain Lord Pustule! He's going to destroy the world!
SECOND FEMALE SUPERHERO: Not ifl can help it!
Toss me the eyeliner! ·
The AP story also says that parts of some Japanese
episodes will not be shown to American audiences, such as the
one in whichamemberofSailorMoon's team "proudly refers
to the size of her breasts."
Do you want to know what really ticks me off? What ticks

re_aders. On page 170, you will see two phetographs
showing the kind of grueling tests Barbie is put
through by the Mattel Corp. The top photograph
-shows Barbie in a complete scuba outfit (of
COURSE it's pink), submerged in a tank, where
she has been underwater for 15 STRAIGHT HOURS
and her tiair sti111ooks perfect.
The bottom photograph - which is, for my
money, the most fascinating photograph ever published in Fonune magazine - shows Barbie in a
machine labeled "BITE TESTING FIXTURES."
This tests to see whether Barbie will crack when young people,
for whatever reason, bite her. Barbie is wearing a black hot
pants andapinkblouse; herrightfootisclamped tightly inside
the jaws of a scary-looking machine, and there's a noose-like
string going around her neck.
·. You'd think Barbie would feel depressed, being treated
likethisbyherownmanufacturer,butshelooksjustaschipper
as ever. Herright arm is raised in a cheerful wave, as if she's
saying: "It takes a lot more than strangling me while crushing
my foot to make THIS licensed character lose herfundamental
American spunk and perkiness, Sailor Moon Spokesperson!"
You tell him, Barbie! The rest of America is standing
behind you on this! We're sick and tired of seeing our
precious cultural heritage undermined, and we' re goi ng to
defend our traditional I icensed characters again st attacks
from abroad, no matter WHAT it takes , even if it meansand I do not say this lightly - that we must call on the
power of our Zords.

-

Writers, artists, poets, and
photographers
D
T
E
w
N
Implosion: A Journal of the Bizarre and Eccentric is looking for submissions for its ,Summer
1995 issue. As the name implies, we're looking for anything out of the ordinary. However,
we're not looking for .sappy love poems, m_oralistic short stories or pictures of fluffy kittens.
Nor are we looking for political rambling. We prefer that short stories and poems be submitted
on Mac disk; however, a ha!d copy is okay. Send slid~s or pints of photos and artwork. All submissions should include a SASE with the appropriate amount of postage.

Implosion has a circulation of 6,000 and is distributed throughout the Orlando and Tampa areas. For a sample issue,
send $2 or a SASE with $1.23 in postage.

Implosion, 12243 University Blvd., O.rlando, FI 3 2 817

.
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Classified
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500
per week assembling products
at home. No experience. Info 1504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307

Condo, 212, Hot tub, W/D, Fox
Hunt Lanes, $595/mo. + dep.
(407) 847-0565/813-748-5127
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
Valet Parking Positions
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
City Nights Valet, Inc. is expand5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
ing and is now hiring runners to
fill valet parking positions at ·
opportunities and much more.
various locations across Central
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
Florida. You must be capable of
r----A_l_IW,;__;_e.:. ; lc. : .o.:.:.m:.:e:.:. !_ _-...J intense running, have a good
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
driving record and a great
at WDSC.
attitude. We are looking for safe,
Call our 24 hr. hotline _ 679 _
careful drivers who know how to
drive both an automatic and a
2645 4 info.
r------------.J standard and who know how to
UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
deliver great, friendly service to a
is in.full effect for 1995!
customer. You need to be
·
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on available at least (1) weekend _·
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
night and one (1) week day or
night per week minimum. Shifts
For more info call
_ _ _ _2_7_5-_1..:..6_13=------I available around classes and
1
UCF NEWMAN CLUB
other jobs. Pay is outstanding.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Only clean cut, honest,
Mass Sunday 11 AM, PH 115,
hardworkers need apply. Call
Club Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM
(407) 849-0670 to set appoint, For more info: 281-4438
ment.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM - TR
542, Room 101
ALL WELCOME!

SUMMERCAMPCOUNS&
LORS: for Easter Seal residential camp, with children and
adults with disabilities, late May
thru July. Call (904) 383-4711
Certified Aerobics Instructors
needed for Oviedo/Research
Park area. Will train right
individual. Lena Berch 366-9989

MOVING SALE, everything must .
go!! 249-3975 leave msg.
TICKETS: Cranberries (2) UCF
Arena, 4/20 - 7:30 PM, call Bob
813-685-3206
RAM $38 per M, Custom-built
computer system available. Call
366-5953
Love Seat with end·table.
Excell. cond. $65 080. Call
Kevin at 366-2384

ATTENTION ATHLETES/
. STUE>ENTS
Get $ to train. $.10-$30 per hr.
Rickshaw Tours of Winter Park.
Outgoing people call 672-0052.

Pb_Q60NAL6 .
S/\N/M, attractive, romantic, 38,
looking for S/\N/F 24-30 for
friendship and possible relationship and who likes movies and top
40 music. Phone 843-5901

FOUND
Set of Mitsubishi car keys in
men's room near gym in
Student Center. Call 679-9314
DO EUROPE
$229 ANYTIME!
If you're a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline's prices.
**NO HIDDEN CHARGES**
**CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE*
AIRHITCH 800-326-2009
Airhitch netcom. com
Long Distance Co: seeks
aggresive self-starter for UCF rep.
Great money. 426-8118
PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM?

Free Pager, Free Batt.,
Motorola, Beeps, Vibrates,
The Breaking The Chain Group of
- - - - - - - - - - - - ' Lights ... Only $9 .99 mo.
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
Over 100 companies in constant
834 _5400
every Monday and Wednesday at
need of Homeworks. For details r-----------------1 noon. UCF Student Center, Rm.
M/F, N/S to shar:e 2bd/2ba
send a SASE to: Kelly, P.O. Box
.56 Carat Diamond Ring w/.20
211
carat ring guard. Appraised at
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet,
2422, Golden Rod, Fl. 32733 _
close to UCF: $300/mo + 1/3
$4600. Must sell $3750. Phone
RENTERS INSURANCE
2422 .
util. 671-7191
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 366-9358
,
Independent Life/Fire Ins. Co.
t-:C';"'"le_a_n_q_u-=-ie-=-t,--=N~/=-=s-,o_v_e_r_2_0_ _...J
(Rated A+) 100 % coverage. No
female wanted to share furReceptionist-veterinarian in
deductibles for .perils protection
nished 3/2 house with male.
Oviedo. Full or part-time. Sales/
for less than .52 per day. Call Mr.
$200/mo. + 1/2. Conway area.
medical exp. preferred. Positive
Maze 831-3388 or Eves. 834-1969
attitude essential. Call Fred or Dr.
ACNE?? ·For latest information
Hyndai Excel-'87, 5 spd., low
Dudley at 366-7323.
MIF, N/S to share 3bd/2ba
and treatments, rush $2.00 and
miles, well maintained, must sell
house in Winter Park Estates. 15 r - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 this weekend. $1995080699S.A.S.E. to G. Reichle, P.O. Box
min. from UCF. $335 + 1/2 mo.
334, Oviedo, Fl. 32765
0704
sec. 671-8340
The Italian Oven R~staurant:
HEALTH INSURANCE _
needs enthusiastic, energetic
. Only $50 per month - Ages 1-19
Male to share 2bd/1 ba Apt in
·people to join their team. Posi'82 Toyota Tercel $600 OBO.
Alafaya Trl.Apts. $245/mo. + 1/2 ' tions available: Server, Hostess,
Zero Deductible, No Claim Forms
Good
cond. Nikki 381-2646
util. Drug free, clean cut person.
no exp. nee. Apply in person:
Prescription Drug Card and much
Contact Garrett 382-451 O
2849 S. Orange Ave. or call 246more.
.
0776<1
Comp Coverage incl. Eye &
Furn Rm in Furn House
Hearing E·xam
washer, garage w/storag~.
HATE YOUR JOB? TRY MINE!
Through Age 44 ~ - Only $87 per
College Pk. $350/mo. incl. all.
$1,000's weekly plus benefits,
month
649-3357
stuffing envelopes. Rush SASE:
Full Maternity Coverage also
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
i-------------' Shoppers Covek, P.O. Box
available.
CPA/Former
College
Instr.
Call
4813, Winter Park, Fl. 327931 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
CALL NOW 834-1977
Loretta at 256-1140
all. 5 min. from UCF, WO, pool,
4813
I

AUT06

r-----------....J

r-----------....J
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MATH TUTOR
All levels, $1 O/hr. Call Curt 82372'85
STATICS TUTOR
Ace the finals!
$12/hr. Call Curt 823-7285
SUMMER & FALL
Internship opportunities
available
Marketing, Public Relations,
Human Resources, Finance,
Business, MIS, Theater, Science
and Education
Human Resources, Orlando
Science Center, 810 E. Rollins
Str. Orlando, Fl. 32803
(407) 896-7151 EXt: 19

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. l.!3M and laser equip.
Sameday service avail. Call
277-9600
TYPING TO GO $1.50/pg.
359-7354 24 hours.
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
i------3_59_-_9_20_3_ _ _ _ 1
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123
Pro!essionally Prepared
Resumes & Term Papers.
24 hr. service avail. Laser printer
359-8974

tennis. Sandy 366-9391

Wanted:

Female to share 3bd/2ba with
adult female. 3 min. from
Valencia, 15 min. from UCF.
$250/mo. + util. 249=0718
Two (2) bedrooms available in
4bd/2ba house, with pool+
jacuzzi, nice neighborhood. 5
min. from campus, off Dean Rd.
$350 + 1/4 util. 384-9529

_ Writers~

_epi~Y- · ~,
282-0505

WANTED: '93 UCF Grad seeks
to sub-lease 1 or 2 bedroom
apt. from May 15 - Aug 15.
Please c~ll 699-1794
2/2 & 312, clean units, near
UCF, W/D for imm. occup. or
reservations call 657- i 967 or 1800-929-4403. Broker
2bd/2ba Duplex, UCF area,
Bonneville Dr. Brand new carpet ·
$425/mo. 382-1666 or 6575182
LARGE 2bd/2ba Townhouse,
1260 sq. ft., nice carpet, fresh
paint, W/D hook up. 300 yds from
UCF. Some units/small pets
okay. Only $475/mo., to conscientious renter. 236-4244

$5° Large ·C heese Pizza
0

w/ valid Student ID

Located across from U.C.F. in the UC? Shopping Center

We Deliver!

2 5~da:\Yt~gs
All Day and Night Saturday

. artists,
photographers,
and poets,
Implosion: A Journal of
the Bizarre and Eccentric Is looking for

offbeat submissions for
Its Sp.ring, 1995 edition.
There are no guldellnes, other than we
are NOT looking for
sappy love poems and
the llke. This Is a
journal of the bizarre;
keep this In mind
when submitting. ,
Include a SASE for a
reply. Send to: Implosion, 12243 University
Blvd., Orlando, FL
32817. Questions or
need a sample Issue?
(407) 823-8054.
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by STEPHEN CAMPBELL
Guest reviewer
Local legends in Tampa Bay, deloris
telescope, have forged their popularity
through go-for-broke live shows and a prodigious song-writing talent.
With over 150 original .songs, the dt
muse follows no set guidelines. Words like
"diverse" and "eclectic" often come up
when describing the band's frequent genrehopping. Regulars at C.B.G.B's in New
York, the Empire Club in Philadelphia, and
12th and Porters in Nashville, dt can change
gears from grinding, time signature-shifting rock to a pin-dropping soft ballad without batting an eye.
The band often will pull off these
stunts to the confusion of some, and to the
delight of others. Always present is the
band's generous sense of humor and highly
energetic and creative stage presentation.
People frequently comment they've never
heard a three-piece band create so much
sound and music.
Nominated for five Florid~ Jammy
Awards this year, Jam magazine's Eric
Snider stated: "dt is easily the best live act
I've ever seen. Their mix of powerfully
original music and wiJd abandon floors me.
Tbese guys carry themselves on stage just
like a top national act."
Speaking of wild abandon, dt often
takes a quirky view on the musical scene by
throwing in a cover that no one would ever
expect - like a tongue-in-cheek rendition
of "Stairway to Freebird" or a countryswing version of Guns 'n' Roses' "Paradise City."
Other covers that would throw a twist
into your night include The Temptations',
"Papa was a Rolling Stone,"Marty Robbins' ,
"You Gave Me a Mountain," and a hip
version of Cornelius Brothers' and Sister
Rose's "To Late to Turn Back Now."
Referring to such antics, The Southern Music Conference stated, "Unpredictable, flagrant, multi-faced, a rock 'n' roll
train wreck that after all these years is still
vital, exciting and deliberately obnoxious
fun."
Led by Kacy Ross's rich, full and
agile voice, his masterful work on the guitar earned him the nickname, "Elbo." Add
in drummer Ricky Wilcox's imaginative
musicianship and Stevie Grandmasion
mean, funkafied bass-making and dt is a
true group of virtuosos.
"We can get a little sloppy for the
sake of fun, but we feel strong about our
musical efforts," Wilcox said.
When serious, the dt trio can lace
their songs with a powerful harmony uncommon to most bands. Their unique style

delores telescope, local legends in Tamps Bay, looks to gain an Orlando following when they come to 0-Town on
April 20 to tear down the roof at Jani Lane's Sunset Strip in downtown.
·

includes such hard, art rock songs as, "Oliver
Brown" and "Murder One," as well as
many James Brown influenced rhythm and
funk tunes like "People of Earth," "Heavy
Philosophy," and "L-0-V-E."
When going to a dt show, don't expect to sit back and just drink a beer. You'll
find th.is controlled chaos bunch scratching
the bounda~ies of bar rock way past the
normal limits and keeping your undivided
attention. At one recent show, Ross broke
his guitar string and said, "WeII, you'll
have to wait 'cause I can't afford two guitars." Without missing a beat, Ross, while
his string was being changed, entertained
the crowd with an improvised dance to the
beat of drums and bass not seen since the

early '80s (if ever). His efforts whipped the the past for such bands as The Ramones,
crowd into a laughing frenzy, and "Elbo" Jacky I and Living Colour (to name a few),
never behaved the rest of the night. By dt is content, for now, to break into the
playing on the tops of seated tables and expanding Orlando market. The band has
joining Wilcox in a comical yet highly already opened up for local favorites, 7
musical duet on the drums, he kept up his Mary 3, and this Thursday for Tabitha's
Secret at Jani Lane's. Winning every poszany pace.
.
· "It's hard to break out of that party sible Tampa Bay music _award, dt feels
band image," said Wilcox, "but sometimes strongly that they can establish a large
we just have too much fun. We know we dedicated following in the Orlando area,
which will prove a fan b~e to that which
can't party fore.ver."
.
they've emassed in St. Petersburg and
R~alizing their new found potential,
dt feels they might just be hitting their Tampa over the past decade.
So get off your butt, party before
prime. In today's music scene it seems as
though party, club bands out of nowhere exam week starts, and help support the
are making it big. Fitting that category, dt local music scene by checking out dt's rare
is definitely way overdue. Opening up in · appearances while in 0-Town.

Catch delorls felesc111c at Jani Lane's Sunset
Strip Thursday night with Tabitha's Secret.
Bring in your Cranberries ticket stub for free
admiss-Wn.

YOU WILL RECEIVE YOUR RAFFLE
TICKET THROUGH-THE MAIL IN
APPROXIMATELY 1 WEEK.

PLEASE POST ON COMPANY ·
.BULLETIN BOARD.

~~

6
0

$16,000
in the
Humane Society's

You

CAN

W1N

1995 Jeep Cherokee
or $16,000 CASH
1995 Ford Thunderbird
or $16,000 CASH

0

CASH
1

ONE OF THREE GREAT PRIZES!!!.
$10.00 Donation

Only 5000 Tickets Sold!
. Your Odds of Winning are 1 in 5000

$50.00 Donation·

Only 900 Tickets Sold!
Your Odds of Winning are 1 in 900

1995 Pontiac Grand Prix $100.00 Donation
or $16,000 CASH

Only 400 Tickets Sold!
Your Odds of Winning are 1in400

Have Fun and Help the Humane Society. Your Odds of Winning are
1 in 900, FAR BETTER Than Any Lottery or Casino Game.
(Odds of Winning $16,000 on a $50 bet in any other casino or lottery are no better than 1 in 950,000)

To Purchase Your Ticket Call

(800) 896-9994
or fill out and mail this easy form below.
All profits to benefit participating· Humane Societies
r------------------~------------~-------,

I Name
I Address
I City
I

State

I
I
I
- I

Zip

I

1 Telephone
I Make all checks payable to:
I Humane Society
I Mail form with your check to:
I 1460 Golden Gate Parkway #103-2Q3 _• Naples, FL 33942

I

# ot
Tickets

x
x

___ x

$10.00 Jeep
I
$50.00 Thunderbird I
$100.00 Grand Prix I

L---------------------------~-----------~
Drawing will be supervised by the Humane Society. Drawing to be held June 30. 1995 IO:OOam by the Humane Society of Highlands County in Sebring. FL. All
nt

profits to benefit the p:111icipating Humane Societies. Cars provided by Premier Management Group. Drawing date may vary based on ticket sales for fundraiser.

_
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"6 Csntml Horitla Future~
Cranberries' pre--part9 fhurst!a9 on tlie Green.
Free CD's and ot1ier uo1 stuff' mm t1ie lran6erries,
Grant lee &ffalo, Paster lAilr/ren and oilier&
Wne °"'to f

!We'll also have live music from Room 136
an.d local favorite G-urn-.vrapper Curl?-

•

TO

GET

IT
.

RIGHT
FIRST

THE

TIME!

380-1427 across from UCf

muRSDAY IS U.C.F. NIGHT
7:00 pm - Close

(_..Pool
(_,.Darts
/

. (_..Games

FUULIQUOR

Beer- Wine
Must be 21 years old to enter
Summit Plaza
1043 Highway 436
Across From Goodings
at the Intersection of Red Bug Road & 436
Phone# 331-3010

AS LOW AS
Starting at

$549*A MONTH

$29.95*

.
a E,ucFE~
Ep
' .

$7999*

2 Mos. Service
•ActivatioA
•Clock• 16 Memory
•Vibrator• Time Stamp

apEC\Ak.
• \ des·

\ nC U

.

FREE

Leather case&.Chain

'

"I made Five Hun_d red
Dollars Last Week
Working Part time!
You Can Too!"

We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS
Fern Park
7030 S. HWY 17-92
407-831-KWIC (5942)
(Across from old K-Mart)
*Some restrictions apply

JoE?s

Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd.
904-789-3339
(Saxon Place)

WE BUY BEEPERS

PrzzA AND PASTA

DINE IN • TAKE OUT • WE DELIVER

All you need is a Fri_
e.n dly_Smile and
the desire to succeed.
Marl<eting representatives needed to
invite tourists to preview Star Island,
Orlando·' s Newest and Finest Resort ~
Country Club~ Pa~ time positions,
flexible hours.

Call·Scott at 396-8300 Ext. 5529
or Beeper 935-8468

30%~~~
LARGEST PIZZA IN ORLANDO!
18"XL WITH ONE ITEM ONLY $995

Large 14" Two ltell) Piiza
~-- 01)1y $849 _ ___,,
PROUD SPONSORS OF THE UCF BASEBALL 'J'EAM

FREE DELIVERY
INCLUDING UCF CAilfPUS
Open 7 Days
10376 E. Colonial Drive (Suite #124)
(Located in the Reedy Carpet Plaza)

275-6157
<
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UCF Crew club takes
fourlh in the state
o Florida Tech took
the state trophy,
while Miami came in
second overall.
by .S HANNON POLYAK
Staff writer

The UCF crew club took
fourth place overall in the 1995
State Championships on Saturday, April 15, at the Tampa Bypass Canal.
Of the nine competing colleges, including Embry-Riddle,
Florida Tech, Jacksonville ,
Rollins, Stetson, Florida, Miami
and Tampa, the Golden Knights
managed to place fourth in a state
strong in rowin·g.
The University ofMiami's
strength and size allowed them to
capture second, but it was Florida
Tech taking home the state trophy.
UCF was however able to
bring home·one state championship medal in the women's lightweight varsity eight race.
"The team is making terrific progress," said UCF
women's crew coach Dennis
Kamrad. "Our overaIJ strength is
better than it has been in years; ·
both the men's and the women's
novice programs are evidence of
that. We're looking forward to a
positive experience at the Southern Championships."
It was an upset for Florida
Tech, who had, until now, won
every lightweight race that they
had entered.
UCF' slight eight is hoping
that their four-second victory will
carry through until the Dad Vail
Championships in Philadelphia,
where they have a chance to bring
home a national championship.
The Golden Knights also
brought home three second place
finishes in the men's Frosh/Novice four, and the men's and
women's Frosh/Novice eights.
These first year rowers have done
very well this season and show
much promise for the next.
Third place finishes went
to the women's lightweight and
junior varsity fours , and the
women's junior varsity eight. A
fourth place finish went to the
men's junior varsity eight and
sixth place to the women's varsity four.
The top races of the day
were the men's and women's
varsity eight races. The men
were almost able to place third,
but were barely nudged out by
Rollins, giving them a fourth
place finish.
As for the women, a first
place finish by Miami and second by Florida Tech gave them a
strong third:
By watching the races, it
becomes. apparent that UCF is
physically much smaller than the
other teams, which definitely
gives them a disadvantage.
Aware of this, the team still
goes on the water every morning
at 5:45 a.m. to train their hardest

in hopes of increasing their boat
speed for the upcoming races.
Rowing requires not only extreme
dedication, but a willingness to
give up much of your time.
The UCF crew club will
leave this Thursday night for the
Southern Championships in Tennessee this weekend. After that,
the club will .travel north in the
second week of May to Philadelphia to compete for a shot at a
possible national champion"i 1i1 '

UCF golf team breezes through TAAC Tourney
O Both teams take
all the honors at the
Georgia tournament.
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

-

Th~ UCF golf teams attended the T AAC tournament,
held at Houston Lake C.C. in
Perry, Ga. , and came h<?me ~ith a
clean sweep.
The ladies' team was led by
Jenny Hagman (223) and the men
were led by Eric Tuscan (211).
The three-day tournament
was looking golid for the Knights,

Meet o;c..k
the. !J ra cJu qf-t.

It was the first time UCF
swept the tournament since they
joined the conference.
Tuscan, Sones and Jason
Opal took 1995 All-Conference
Honors for the men as.did Hagman,
Putnam, Tine Faanes and Brooke
Grant for the ladies. The season
ended for the ladies on a high
note.
. "Both teams needed a strong
showing to be considered for the
NCAA tournament and they did it,"
Shumaker said. "Now all we can do
is wait to see what the committee
has to say."
_
The men's team finishes their
season this weekend at Auburn.

as both the men and women were
in control after the second round.
All they needed was consistency
on day three to wrap up the tournament and that is exactly what
they got.
"It wasn' t the great shots
that I will remember." said 1995
TAAC Coach-of-the-Year Mike
Shumaker. "It is the consistent
play these kids showed throughout the tourney."
Kristen Putnam shot a final
round 73 and Trey Sones finished
his final round, three under par,
with a 69. For the ladies , their
final round (293) was the lowest
score they have ever posted.

Ste Oic \c; look
.for Q jo\, (~ nd Ioo k
« nd Io ok)_

Oid< got~ job
~r\Cj

rhoV~<.f ir\To

~" "'"'~tnt~l'\t.

r,..., broke
I

· Di<~ ,..e.~\\y nee4's
SoP\e

C.ctSh.

AIH True Savings®
Dick is calling everyone
to tell them his new phone
number - especially Jane.
Hes saving with AT&T
True Savings.' It's perfect
for calling anyone, anytim~,
anywhere in the U.S.A.
He just spends as little as
510 a month
t on qualifying
' ~ calls, to save
~ 25%. And s50
a month
means 30%
off AT&T basic rares. Best
part - no tees, no lists
and no hassles.'
Tosign up ...

~

Did~

knew he 4' s~v-t.
P\one.y wit~ AT&T.
1

Dkk ce1\\e~ t;s I oc q \ pho~c
(o,.,,po"'y to Qfk tor AT&.T
Ion_, dista"ct.

AIHTrue
Connectionss."

AIHDigital
Answering

AIH Cordless
Telephone 4725

Dick moved a lot as a
student,hlt that was just the
beginning. Now he'll be on
tl~e move and on the road
more than he ever imagined.
With his 500 number he'll
always be in touch with Jane
or anyone else, no matter
where he might be. Plus,
every time he moves, it'll
follow him - to almost
anywhere.2 To sign up ...

System 1750

See Dick get around his
new apartment without
getting the phone cord
snagged. He remembers
Jane's number - luckily
the phone remembers 9
other numbers for him.
Plus. there is virtually n6
static due to AT&Ts
advanced technology.' ·

Dial I 800-AT7=1500

Now Dick will get all of his
important messages - like
the one's from Jane. They're
recorded on a microchip · no tapes to deal with. He
can selectively save and
delete messages, it's much
safer tha.n his roommate's
selective memory Best of
all, 3 mailboxes means his
roommates won't erase his
messages by mistake.'
To order...
Dial 1800-582-5970,
ext.5820

Reg $129.99

Dial 1 800-225-J733

Sale $89.99

Pick iS' ·44ff1t 4e 44S' C4S'4.
Jee Pick tde ot.tt J4ne ...04, t44ttr 4not4er r_tory.
A1&T. Your True Choice....

lJ.·rt.1in tl nlii1tnt' .inti l"\l lu,i1 n' .1ppf~ \ul1jt'l-1 tc1 l1illi11µ .n .11l.1hil11\
·In 1hc.· '"1111tin,:nt.1l l -" .mc..l t iH:r _!(Jn int...111;11i1 in.ii 1,,..:.11i'~'l'. '\t1ht1.."\ 1
.1rw.t '-"ondili(m \\,tn.ull\ .11.l·omp.aniv ... th1,,_· pn)(.llld.
ull lor .111.nh.mn' '-"ll\ Otli.:r µ•x-..1 thmu~h - 51 ')-=i Pk::N' .1110\\ l-~
\\\'\.'k.:~ tor .Jdn1..n. fCC ri..~1-..tc:n:d. l Ll1">ll'\.I. \t)f 1~11 ltx· \\ 11h p.111~
•uh: ~·n 1n• l>i!.!ll:11 \n,\wnn~ °''""ll·m ~ 1m.tdl' m \ll·\11,:0. ("4lnlk~...
l'k:phtlll' ,-_~ Jlt.1tk: in l fo;l.i Ii ir _\T,\;[ 11.1\ Ull.'lll l'I\ I. Tc.:dll 1..1~1 ( )!11~
d~«<-1 l<> <T<xht .1pprr-ul J'ri,\· 111<.L .J111 ling lwl<.liin.C!- • l'~n \1;·1
IP 1.1rill lt.'nlt'

AT&T

To order...

J

Dial 1800-582-5970, .
ext. 5820
1.,~ 1

Rem $99.99

Sale $59.99
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Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season.

I take

Kaplan and get

a higher score ...

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

UCF volleyball team
landS two Oviedo players·
UCF volleyball coach Laura
Smith continues to recruit top-notch
talent.
\Vednesday she announced
the signing of three players to letters-of-intent: Stephanie Noiseaux
and Lisa Liljenquist of Oviedo and
Dawn Hoffman ofRidgecrest, California.
Noiseaux brings a big body in
the middle; the 5-11 blocker/outside hitter from Oviedo High ~chool
comes to UCF along with teammate

Liljenquist, a 5-9 setter.
Hoffman is a 6-1 middle
blocker from Burroughs High
School who was also on the basketball and swim team in high school.
The Golden Knights were 3111 last season.
The team advanced to the
NCAA Tournament after winning
their third consecutive TAAC title.

•JASON SWANCEY

Read The Central Florida
Future sports section for
colllplete UCF coverage

d;FJA\@@~~

The answer to the test question.

NOW OPEN!
in the University Shoppes Center
ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ 275-2780

RESIDENT
MANAGERS
.• Household - Commercial
• 7 Day Access
• Outside Parking
• Month to Month "• Safe • Fenced • Lighted
• Full Range of Sizes
12 Locations in Orlando Area
Call For Details
EAST HIGHWAY 50

273-1668 .
7200 Old Cheney Hwy.
(Between Forsyth &
Goldenrod)

FORSYTH RD

Student Bargain;l
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
· 5~Pc. Dinette Sets .......... :... from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets ...................... from

Hurry in to Co~ and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. \Ve sell for less, ·so you can't afford to miss these savings.

r,oRl,

678-1500
2875 N. Forsyth Rd. Wn. Pk.
(Between Univ. Blvd. &
Hwy 50)

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

1920 Semoran Boulevard

~ITURE RENTAL

~LEARANCE

CENTER

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
·sat. 10am-5pm

Managed By Schacler Brothers co·rp 297-3683

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.

~M?
~~~LJ
~~~J

.

Until Hohots
replace Humans
... your plasma will
always h~ HC1~dcd

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenous
fluids for burns,
surgery, <?r
treatments of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening dieseases

"We will compensate you for your time
when giving the gift of Jifo"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/or appointment
I 122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2 I 51 Orla ·:do, FL

University
Apartments
Across from ·ucF!
*Under New Management*
·Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy

We offer spacious 2 bedroom 11/ 2 bath
from $425
•Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
•Covered Parking
• Laundry Facilities
•Pool
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

UCF
Pasture
Solon

;p..

C><J ~

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm

If you like

waterskiing, you'll
love the Budweiser Waterski
Tour coming to
Orlando April 29
and 30.
Many hometown
heroes, in addition
to over 100 skiers
from nine nations,
will compete for a
$500,000 purse in
six disciplines.
The event will
take place at
Barnett Park in
Orange Count)'.
For more information about tickets
call, Overton's
Ticket Hotline at
1-800-334-6541.

,
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UCF Golden Knights
_UCF's men's and women's tennis
teams take third in TAAC Tournament basketball team signs three
,

•

,

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The UCF men's tennis team
beat the College of Charleston 4-3
to wrap up third place and a strong
performance in the TAAC Tournament Jast weekend.
Almost following the men's
performance to-a tee, the women
took third after also downing the
College of Charleston, 6-3. It was
Samford taking first in the men's
bracket, be_ating FIU 4-1 in the final
match. The UCF men Larely lost to

Samford 4-3 in the semi-finals.
Coach Gail Falkenberg was
extremely pleased with senior
Mauricio Pacheco's performance.
"He was outstanding; he
didn't drop a set in the whole tournament, and his matches weren't
even close," Falkenberg said. "He
also won a key doubles match against
Samford."
The Samford loss was especially bitter for Falkenberg.
"We were the second best
learn in the tournament," she said.
"We lost two tough three-set

matches that could have gone either
way."
As expected, the number one
seed and nationally rankedFIU captured the women's title 5-4 over
Campbell. Both the men and women
lost in the semis to the eventual
tournament winners. UCF improved
exactly one spot after both the men
and women finished fourth last year.
The men had an easy time in
the first round as they swept Mercer
5-0. The women had a slightly
tougher time. They only beat Georgia State 7-1 in the opening round.
For the women, it was their
one and two, Jing Chen and Anna
Strandh, players flying flawlessly
through their brackets.
"The women played wonderfu 11 y, exceptionally well,"
Falkenberg said. "One and two ·
didn't drop a match throughout, and
that's extremely difficult to do."

D Coach Jerry
Richardson gets
three local players to
sign letters of intent

by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

Last Wednesday, UCFhead
women's basketb~ll coach Jerry
Richardson announced the signing of three players to letters-ofintent: Kate Fetzek of Bradenton,
Lakesha Anderson of Jacksonville
and Beth Young of St. Petersburg.
Fetzek averaged 20 points a
game as a guard at Manatee High
School. The-.S-7 guard also had
six steals and five assists for Steve
Olson's team as she earned a spot
in the Florida North-South High
School All-Star game.
Anderson averaged 18
points, five rebounds, four assists

and four steals for Kathy Davis'
team. The 5-8 guard from Lake
City also played in the Florida
Junior College All-Star game.
Young, a 6-4 center from
St. Petersburg Junior College, averaged 12 points and eight rebounds for William Smith's squad,
and she also earned a spot in the
Florida Junior College All-Star
game.
All three will join UCF's
team this corning fall. Also joining them will be ChariyaDavis, a
5-6 guard from Quincy Sharks
High School; she signed on with
UCF during the early signing period in November.
These four ladies should
definitely help the Golden
Knights, who posted an 11-16
record last season and advanced
to the semifinals of the TAAC
To urnarnen t.

EDGE SALUTES INTRAMURAL EXCELLENCE
~

UCF Recreational Services 1995 Intramural Softball Standings
Wins~

Fraternity B (FB}

Mauricio Pacheco kicked a little tennis butt at the TAAC
Tournament. The senior d'dn't drop a single set.
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STYLE PIZZA

281- ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Located on the corner of University & Alafaya
Across from UCF
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CARRY Our SPECIAL
qne 16" Large Pizza

Fraternity B (FB}
Tinalis II
Army ROTC
SWAT
Young Guns II
Fumunda
Hospitality
Hercules B {HB)
Chico's Bail Bonds
Gettin' Dirty
Fossils
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with one topping
•

$7.50
Pick up or dine in w/ coupon
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ROJO-.'S
NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

•

281- ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando. Florida 32817
Located on the corner of University & Alafaya
Across from UCF

$17.50
TWO

NOW EDGFGEL EXTRA PROTECTION FORMULA
has more friction-reducing lubricants than ever to
protect you from nicks and cuts better than foams.
For a closer, smoother shave. itS JUSt 1n the nick of time.

18'' EXTRA LARGE PIZZA

L ______wL!_T_OJ?J11~G-~~H ______ J

Ct99J S C Johnson & $o('l 1nc Ail rtghts resen-to

ULTIMATE CLOSENESS.
ULTJMATE COMFORT.
THATS THE EDGE.

~-T·~-c·e·m·r·a1·F·1·oc·~-a_~_1_u_re

s
_~~~~~~

_________

Apcl1~~~

'The Streak' is alive
and well at 'ZI games
DTheGolden

•

j

1

At the time of year when
Knights close in on
basketball teams need to be hitting
ona11 cylinders, the Orlando Magic
their 9-year-old
have been tripping up. Orlando
record of 28 conhas looked tragic away form home,
losing 14 of their last 18 on the
secutive victories.
road, including Saturday's debacle
against the Miami Heat. Considerby MARC LOYD
ing the fact that everyone was back
Staff writer
healthy for the Magic, and considLike a fine wine, the Golden
ering the fact that the Miami Heat
Knights just keep getting better
have a losing record and will not
over time. The Knights extended
make the playoffs, the loss was
"THE
STREAK" to 27 wins in a
especially disheartening.
row
by
sweeping a three-game
In many of the Magic's reseries
9-1
Friday night, and 3-2
cent road losses, p6or free throw
and 3-0 in Saturday's doubleshooting has been the culprit. Deheader from the Samford Bullspite being one of the only teams in
dogs.
the NBA with a shooting coach on
UCF (38-8, 19-5 T AAC) enthe payroll, the Magic have protered the weekend series hot on
gressively gotten worse at free
the trail of T AAC leaders Florida
throws throughout the season and
International (36-7, 16-3 TAAC)
are shooting a lowly 67 percent, i!J
and looking to ma~e up what little
large part due to Shaq's struggles.
ground that was separating them.
Barring some dramatic hap·
The
Knights showed the balance
pening, the Magic will have home
photo/SOLARES
attack they've possessed all seacourt advantage throughout the · UCF starting pitcher Rich Lawrence had another strong
son by pounding the Bulldogs in
playoffs and will face the hot Bosouting against a TAAC opponent.
Friday night's game and relied
ton Celtics in the opening round.
heavily on the pitching staff in
In Saturday's game between
Saturday's double billing.
the Magic and the Heat, the real
"Being in the middle of a
story was the amazing performance
tight conference race really helps."
of Miami' sGlen Rice. Rice posted ·
the best offensive performance in
UCF head coach Jay Bergman
said.' "That keeps us focused on
the league this season and set a
the business at hand of winning
franchise record with 56 points on
each game one by one fostead of
20of27 shooting. Rice also hit 7 of
8 from way downtown.
thinking about the winni.ng
streak." ~
In other basketball news last
week, Maryland's Joe Smith will
Friday night's game saw
leave college after only his sophoUCF tie the nation's longest winmore year to play NBA ball. Smith,
ning streak of the year, which was
a 6-foot- I 0 center, was named the
held by ACC powerhouse
Naismith College Basketball
Clemson.
Player of the Year after averaging
Junior pitcher Jay Veniard
20.8 points, I 0.4 rebounds and 2.9
went eight innings, giving up five
blocked shots this season. Smith is
hits and one earned run, walking
the first sophomore to declare for
three and striking ouf six.
the draft.
"I had to pitch hard until
The Florida Panthers ended
after our sixth inning," Veniard
a four-game skid over the weeksaid. "I thin~ that inning took
end by blasting the rival Tampa
something out of them."
Bay Lightning 4-1. The win moves
The Knights entered that
the Panthers to within four points
- sixth inning with a measly 2-1
of the final Eastern Conference
lead when they batted around to
playoff spot
score five runs. Second baseman
The UCF Golden Knights'
Rookie Gage loaded the bases on
baseball team picked up two more
a perfect bunt for Centerfielder
victories over the weekend to
Alex "Clutch" Morales, who was
stretch their current winning streak
having a case of deja vu.
to 27, the longest in the nation this
Earlier this season Morales
year. The Knights' current streak
was in a similar situation against
is just one sl)y of th.e school record
the Bulls of South Florida when
28-game streak set back in 1986.
he approached the plate with the
The National record is 34, set by
Texas in 1977. The victories against
Samford in Saturday's double
header improved the Knights'
record to 38-8 overall and 19-5 in
the T AAC. Next up, the Knights
face So.uth Florida tonight at home.
In miscellaneous news, Dallas Cowboys All-Pro offensive
tackle, Erik Williams, was arrested
last week and charged with sexually
assaulting a 17-year-old girl at his
home in Dallas. Williams will remain free on probation until the courts
can resolve. his current problems.
Williams is currently erving a two- I
year probation for a drunken driving I
incident last October.
1

bases loaded and drilled a double
to lead UCF to a 6-5 victory. The
results were pretty much the same
as "Clutch" singled home a run
before 1,075 spectators_the largest crowd of the season. Tony
"Hammer" Marrillia, Adam
"Sledge" Johnson and Scott
Loubier also singled to drive in
runs of their own.
The Golden Knights, ranked
13th in the nation, found themselves in an old fashioned jousting match in Saturday's twin bill.
The first game was a thriller
as UCF trailed 2-0 going into the
fifth inning of a seven-inning
game. Morales tripled in the first
run and then came home on a
throwing error to tie the score 2-2.
Tony "Hammer" Marrillia
punched a double to left, scoring
pitch runner Adrian Ellis to put
UCF up for good.
Brian Scutero picked up his
sixth win in relief of starter Rich
Lawrence. Scutero pitched two-andone-thirds innings of shutout ball to
help UCF clinch No. 26.
In game two the Bulldogs ran
into a 6-3 200 pound pitbull named
CralgCozart. Cozart (8-2) threw six
innings of shutout ball, giving up
five hits while walking one and striking out five.
Cozart ran into trouble in the
sixth when Samford centerfielder
Ron Green led off with a double.
After an out and a walk, Samford
had the tying run at the plate. Shortstop Chad Sheffer put a stop to that
when he'turned a 6-4-3 double play
to stop the rally.
John Foran got his first save
as a Golden Knight this season
when he struck out three of the
four batters he faced in the seventh.
"Just like everyone else on
the team, I don't want to be the ·
guy who blows it," Foran said. "
Knowing I only had to pitch one
inning, I just threw smoke."
Adam "Sledge" Johnson ,
who pushed his team leading batting average to .375 by going 5for- 7 in the three game series, and
had two hits in the series finale.
Firstbaseman Todd Tocco and designated hitter. Brad King supplied
an RBI each.
TheSouthFloridaBullscorne
to town Tuesday night to face staff
ace Brian Gomes. The first pitch
will be thrown out at 7 p.m.

